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Funds for Southern

GEORGE-ANNE STAFF REPORT

GEORGE-ANNE NEWS SERVICE

The College Foundation received
pledges of financial support from
Bulloch and surrounding counties
totaling $241,269 during last
Thursday's "Day for Southern" fundraising effort.
The goal of $235,000 was late in
the afternoon as volunteers from
Bulloch, Evans, Screven, Candler
and Toombs Counties reported their
totals.
The funding is used to support
students through scholarships and
other financial support of enrichment
activities.

Erk's waiting
GSC Football Coach Erk Russell
apparently will have to wait another
year in his attempt to buy state retirement credit for some of the 17
years he worked at the University of
Georgia.
State Rep. Bob Lane (DStatesboro) introduced a measure
which would allow Russell to purchase credit in the state-run Teachers Retirement System for the years
he spent as an assistant coach at
.UGA, though on the payroll of the
private UGA Atletic Association
k where he was a member of its pension
system.
However, the committees failed to
act by August 1 to place the Russell
bill on the calendar for the upcoming
session of the General Assembly,
thus coach will have to wait another
year for consideration.

Dr. Carter (r) hands over the keys as a happy Henry takes place as head honcho.

Mosasaur project near completion

STOP

Services relocate

To make room for this fall's increased enrollment, several studentoriented services have changed locations.
GSC's Postal Services and Printing Services have relocated to the
University Plaza Shopping Center in
renovated storefronts.
Postal Services, which provides
on-campus message services and student and departmental mail boxes,
move from Landrum Center will provide additional floor space for an
expansion of the dining hall facility.
Printing Services, which provides
copying, typesetting and printing
services on campus, was moved from
the Technology Annex Building to
provide for additional classroom and
office space in that facility.
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NEXT ISSUE OCTOBER 1:
The Eagles are 1-1 after a season
opening 27-0 shellacking of Catawba
and a disappointing 17-14 loss to a
bunch of fired-up Florida A&M rattlers.
What will Preppy Rcks have to say
about all of this? George-Anne sports
will resume in the next edition due
October 1... or as soon as Dash and
Biff can remember where the Lear
was "parked* and find their way back
to the 'Boro.

Dr. Nicholas L. Henry has taken
office as the 10th president of Georgia Southern September 1 in a whirlwind of activities in preparation for
the record-breaking enrollment expected as classes opened Tuesday.
Since taking office, Henry has
taken a detailed look at campus
preparations, been briefed by administators and staffers, offered an
address to the faculty and even visited a local tobacco auction.
In his address Friday to the faculty, Henry said the prospects for
growth at GSC offered "exciting
opportunities."
"I have always thought of myself
as a professor first, and an administrator second." he said. "I am well
aware that the future of (GSC) is the
professor in the classroom and in the
community, in the library and in the
laboratory.
Henry praised the role of acting
president Dr. Harry Carter, who
"performed supremely well under
difficult circumstances" in readying

the campus for the 8,000-plus students anticipated.
Dr. Henry, 44, got a head start on
preparation for his new position with
a busy summer quarter visit to campus which included meetings with
faculty and staff, a press conference,
and a college community reception.
Dr. Henry praised the college, its
faculty, research and service to
Georgia. "It's a superb institution
and one which I am deeply privileged
to be associated with," adding that
his decision to accept the college's
presidency was immediate. "I didn't
even ask what the salary was."
The president assumes the leadership of Southern at a time when
GSC must meet public expectations
for what Dr. Henry called a "phenomenal growth in standards for
higher education." Additionally, the
new president must cope with demands related to the physical
growth of the college which is forecasting a 10 percent increase in student enrollment for fall quarter.

Parking...

Lots of changes on campus lots

Special to the George-Anne
Returning students have already noticed many changes in the
parking arrangements on campus. Many parking lots have been
resurfaced, new parking areas designated, and other changes implemented, said Captain Sidney Deal of the Division of Public Safety.
Captain Deal listed these significant changes in parking areas on
campus.
•The upper Hanner Off-Campus lothas been redesigned and now
has small car/large parking.
•The "O" lot, which provides parking for residents of Olliff and
Winburn, also offers small/large car parking sections. Its north end
has been changed to "off-campus" parking.
•Lake Drive between Williams Center and Foy Fine Arts Building and the lot west of Carruth Building have both been designated
for faculty/staff parking.
"Four other parking lots will be paved sometime between now and
the end of October," said Captain Deal. These lots include: Oxford
Hall, the Health Center, and the small Newton "off-campus" lot.
These four unpaved lots "will not be used until the paving and
striping are completed," he said. Temporary arrangements will be
made available for the residents of Oxford Hall. "These residents
should contact their House Director or Resident Assistant for assistance with parking."
Another area scheduled for resurfacing is the Marvin Pittman
School faculty/staff parking lot. An attempt will be made to notify
those persons who use this lot prior to paving to "suggest the best
areas for alternate parking," he added.
The use of the small car/large car concept for organizing paking
lots may take some adjustment on the part of campus motorists,
Captain Deal said.
Captain Deal recommends this trial to determine if your vehicle

Continued on page 8

By MIKE KLUG
The blinds are drawn tight and
black drapes cloak both entrances to
the GSC Museum's Hall of Natural
History as "Project Mosasaur" enters
its final phase. Visitors are asked not
to peek while only museum paleontologists working on the project behold the fully-mounted 25-foot fossil
skeleton of this ancient sea lizard.
The secrecy set the stage for the
climax of the eight-year painstaking
reconstruction of the 78 million year
old skeleton, the public unveiling
ceremonies on September 27 at 3 p.m.
The fossil was discovered by South
Dakota School of Mines instructor
Jim Martin and his field crew while
on an expedition near the Black Hills
of South Dakota. The specimen was
donated to Southern by the Henderson family (the owners of the ranch on
which the specimen was found) and
the Museum of Geology at the School
of Mines. The plaster jackets containing the bones and much of the surrounding sediment were then loaded

onto a truck and transported some
1,800 miles to their new home.
When college scientists and students led by geologist Richard
Petkewich began to chip away at the
sediment encasing the bones they
soon realized Southern had netted
one of the worlds finest fossil specimens of this species. The work was
long and slow, often involving the use
of dental picks and brushes to remove
as much of the sediment as possible.
The bone fragments then had to be
glued together like some gigantic
three dimensional jigsaw puzzle.
The original skull and most of its
teeth were recovered, but had been
flattened under tons of sediment. The
expertise and artistry of preparator
Brian Meyer has reconstructed from
this boney pancake an exact replica of
the original three dimensional skull.
Missingbones had to be recast from
plaster and an entire steel framework
to hold the mounted skeleton had to be
engineered and built to exacting standards. By the time the last bone goes

into place thousands of man-hours
will have been spent on this project by
professors, students, and museum
staff.
Although the fossil was "imported"
from South Dakota, Mosasaurs were
present in the prehistoric seas that
once covered much of present day
Georgia. At their prime the meateating Mosasaurs ruled the seas at
the same time Tyrannasaurus rex
wandered the land. The Mosasaur,
though, is NOT a dinosaur as Dr.
Petkewich is quick to point out from
behind his glowing cigar. Gale bishop
is eager to reemphasize this fact
shouting out "It's NOT a God damn
dinosaur!" at the mere hint of a comparison. The Mosasaurs skeletal
structure is closer to that of a lizard, it
is thus classified as a giant sea lizard.
Delma Preseley, Director of the
museum, sees the skeleton as a "dramatic centerpiece for the museum and
a major cultural attraction for South

Continued on page 8

Brian Meyer prepares Mosasaur skull for final display as museum centerpiece
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Traditions
tumble
as building
goes bust

GSC's Old Alumni Gym, once the
scene of sports triumphs and campus socials, was demolished July 22
in a cloud of dust. The 13,000 sq. ft.
facility was built 55 years ago during
the depression and condemned
nearly 20 years ago during the Maddox administration. Rescued before
the demolition were some artifacts
which date back to its 1932 opening,
including the scoreboard, a 16x16foot piece of the court, a goal, lights
and a load of brick saved to erect a
monument to thebuilding. Thegym
had been used for storage in recent
years. The series of photos, starting
clockwise at upper left, shows the
gym's final moments.
ICSC Photos: 1 rank Fortune)

Americans - born romantics

GSC NEWS SERVICE
Americans are bom-Romantics,
whether they know it or not, and an
upcoming Georgia Southern College
cultural series will be introducing
peorgiahs to that heritage through
music, art, literature, theater and
film.
The" Georgia Endowment for the
Humanities awarded the college a
grant to host the yearlong celebration
showcasing "Romanticism and Its
Legacy." The series begins this fall at
the Statesboro campus and will
travel the state with exhibitions and
performances throughout the year.

*>
w Need Information?

^681-5409

We will answer your questions or put
vou in touch with the right office
Sponsored by Ihe Division of Student Affair*Special Programs

The free public programs go handin-hand with Romanticism's philosophy "that the greatest art must be
accessible to all," said project director
Dr. Douglass Thomson, a GSC English professor.
The series, he said, will raise
awareness about "how the revolutionary values of Romanticism
helped shape our nation's character
and philosophy of government, large
areas of western culture, and specific
areas of Georgia culture."
• Prominent among those legacies is
the U.S. Constitution, which puts its
trust in the rights of the individual,
said Dr. Tom Lloyd of Georgia
Southern's English faculty. The
Revolutionary spirit, individualism,
nature, thehuman soul, and the creative mind were common themes when
Romanticism flowered in the late
18th Century, he noted.
Also close to American's hearts are
great works of art, literature and
music which were products of Romantic ideals, Lloyd added. His ex-
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amples range from'James Fenimore
Cooper's frontier tales to Edgar Allen
Poe's ventures into the dark side of
mind to Beethoven's unrestained
celebration of god and nature in his
"Ode to Joy."
Adapted from the National Endowment for the Humanities program "Wordsworth and the Age of
English Romanticism," the Goergia
series centers on an NEH exhibit
which will open in the Georgia Southern Museum in the fall.
Later in the year, Georgia Southern scholars will accompany the exhibit on a statewide tour, presenting
public programs on "the best that has
been thought, performed and written
on Romanticism to the widest audience possible at the state level," Thomson said. Their programs could
range from piano performances and a
discussion of what makes such music
unmistakably romantic, to a slidelecture on Romantic landscape art
and its revolutionary way of seeing
the world.
The series will focus on the Georgia Southern Museum with an exhibition of poster panbels from the
NEH project. Keynoting the celebration on Oct. 8 will be Stephen Parris of
Cornell University, one of the world's
leading Romantic scholars. That evening, an all-Romantics recital and
lecture will be presented by international performing pianist John
Salmon of Florida State University.
The program will continue
throughout the fall quarter with a
campus festival of Romantic films, an
opera theater performance, and
workshops, lectures and exhibits and
performances by Georgia Southern
scholars.

Southern Days aofil Night
September 17 and 18
Verification of Student ID'S in boothat Landrum (ID's must
be verified in order to attend home football games!)

September 26

September 19
GSC FOOTBALL Eagles vs. Middle Tennessee. Let's all get
out and support our championship team!

September 27
Grand Opening of the Mosasaur Exhibit in the GSC Museum. One of the most important events in GSC history!

September 21
Film Classics features "The Official Story."Filmsin the Conference Center for $1 admission.

September 28
Film Classics presents "The Seventh Seal." Movie in the
Conference Center for $1 admission.

September 22
In the Museum, "Discovering Nature; Believe it or Not"
Museum located just off Sweetheart Circle.
September 23
CLEC, Borelias Quintet and reception In Foy Fine Arts

GSC FOOTBALL Eagles vs. East Carolina atEastCarolina
It s never too far away when the Eagles play!

September 30
GSC SOCCER: GSC vs. Mercer. The football team has nothing up on our GSC die-hard Soccer Team!
October I
Film Classics: "The Magician." Movie in the Conference
Center for $1 admission.

Vaughn vaunted
as top telecaster

Penny Annise Vaughan of Tyrone
has been selected by the Communication Arts faculty at Georgia Southern
College as the first recipient of the
Meredith E. "Tommy" Thompson
Broadcasting Scholarship.
Vaughan, a senior broadcasting
major and a Bell Honors Program
scholar, is the daughter of Mrs. M.L.
Vaughan of Tyrone.
The scholarship was established
this spring by Dr. L.E. and Phyllis
Dellenbarger in honor of Mr.
Meredith E. "Tommy" Thompson, a
former WSAV-TV executive vice
president.

ALL
FRESHMEN

LIVING OFF CAMPUS ...
!£§=* You have a FREE FOCS (Freshman
Off-Campus Student) binder and information kit waiting to be picked up
NOW.
STOP BY THE SPECIAL PROGRAMS
OFFICE, Rosenwald Building, Room
, 293

Special this week (through September 19,1987)

ftspergus & Crab Crepe
HOURS

•LUNCH:
• DINNER:

11:30 to 2:30
Monday through Friday

6:00 p.m.*'til 9:00 rvm_ '

Tuesday through Thursday
6:00 p.m."'til 10:00 pm _
Friday & Saturday

For Help with any questions or to reserve your FOCS Kit
Call

681-5409

Division of Student Affairs
Dr. Jack Nolen
Dean of Students t

ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE

GEORGIA
SOUTHERN
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Henry returns to state
GSC NEWS SERVICE

Dr. Hicholas L. Henry, 44, dean of
the College of Public Programs at
Arizona State University, was named
the 10th president of Georgia Southern College effective September 1.
No stranger to his new home state,
the new president taught political
science on University of Georgia's
honors faculty from 1972-75. Henry
and his wife Muriel have college-age
'MELON TIME AGAIN — GSC's president-elect wasted no time gettwins.
ting a handle on campus traditions as he sliced up the first watermelIn his past seven years as dean of a
ons of the season. Dr. Nicholas L. Henry, who handled the knife in college of 3,000 students on Arizona
southpaw fashion, did the honors at the long-standing summer State's campus of 45,000, Henry has
tradition. (GSC photo)
more than doubled his college's state
budget, expanded its faculty by 60
percent, multiplied research grants,
built a $2.5 million endowment, and

Homesickness
... it can be beaten
By AUDREY CAMPBELL
CSC Counseling Center

It can hit at any time and it hits
just about everybody some time or another. Homesickness.
You realize you're a victim when
noting Landrum has to offer measures up to Mom's cooking. When you
find yourself wishing you were sharing the closet space with your little
sister—not your roommate. When
youkeep rememberinghow. much fun
you had being on the homecoming
committee last fall. When everytime
you look at the clock you think about
what "they" are probably doing right
now. When you're going home Friday
afternoon and Tuesday takes forever
to get over. For quite a number of
freshmen, this is the first real separation from home and family every experienced and it doesn't turn out to be
nearly as much "fun" as anticipated.
Oh, college life has its moments. Your
history teacher has so much enthusiasm that you find yourself actually
enjoying that hour and anthropology
turns out to be fascinating after all.
There's always someone around willing to order pizza with you late at
night and cheering along with thousands of other Eagle fans is a blast!
But what do you do when the 'sickenss' hits? When you just can't study
for day dreaming about home? When
you'd swap your favorite sweater to
be able to watch "Family Ties" from

your corner of the sofa at home?
Well, many a sophomore will tell
you that they finally survived by
realizing that they were not alone in
their longing for familiar places and
faces. Talking about your feelings
with other new students helps to ease
the ache. It may sound Pollyanna-ish
to say, 'Try to cheer up someone who
feels even worse than you do," but
quite often that works. Get yourself
out of your room! Down to the lobby,
over to the sports complex, to Wesley
Foundation or BSU. Sign up for intramurals. Go to where folks are or check
campus out to find a favorite place to
be alone and study or read. Exploring
every nook and cranny of campus can
be rewarding and facinating.
Meeting new people and keeping
busy are two favorite antidotes for
'homesickness.' Everyone wants to be
noticed, appreciated and feel that
they matter.
A junior told me that for her being
involved with others was what solved
her homesickness. What have you got
to lose? Get involved! Go to announced activities, there are dozens
of them. Talk to your RA or Hall
director.
If you live of-campus and are finding it hard to make contacts drop by
or call (681-5541) the Counseling
Center and one of the counselors can
offer further suggestions.

founded the Walter Cronkite School
of Journalism and Telecommunication, among other benchmarks.
His credits include author and editor of a dozen books, some in several
volumes, and a long list of articles in
major professional journals. His book
on public management to be translated and published in Japanese. In
frequent demand as a consultant by
state and federal agencies, Henry h as
directed projects sponsored by grants
totalling nearly $350,000. He serves
on national boards in the field of
public administration, and is president-elect of the national public
administration honor society.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN
COLLEGE BOOKSTORE
LANDRUM CENTER

We're Not Just A Store,
We're A Style. ...

For Work. . .

For Play. .

For School.

The Traffic Light

Statesboro Mall
Mon-Sat 10-9

^ 912/681-5181
OPEN ALL DAY - GAME DAYS

For Fun!

®

764-7677

TH E WEARhoUSE
IX

mm*****^^
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MMmBmm GSC SiMdteimM

ff AEEPfEIM

GOOD USED FURNITURE (Desks, Chairs, Sofa Beds, Tables, Chests)
HOUSEHOLD ITEMS (Drapes, Dishes, Pots &n Pans, Curtains & Spreads)
KITCHEN GADGETS • CARPET (Room Size & — $3.99 & $4.99 per yard)
STERLING JEWELRY (Excellent Prices)
CLOTHING (Used Clothing & "Nostalgia" Clothing • COATS (All at $4)
and MUCH, MUCH MORE
764-4465 • 40 WEST CHERRY STREET (Downtown) • STATESBORO, GA.
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This year: the 'new,' improved George-Anne

George-Anne

Since 2927, Georgia Southern's Official Student Newspaper

Mike Klug

Kathy MacNamara
News Editor

Editor

Ryan Blake
Managing Editor

Q

Lynn Wells

Business Manager

Take a walk. . .

As the school year begins and the population of GSC swells to
record numbers, finding a parking space for your car is bound to
become a problem.
Over the summer many parking spaces have been added to the
campus and several lots have been resurfaced in efforts to relieve
some of the growing pains. Until further relief is found we can all
help the situtation by cooperating with campus security and
parking in our assigned spaces.
Not everyone is going to be able to find a parking space right
next to their class, but just because you own a car doesn't mean
you can't walk. There are several lots along the fringes of campus
which are seldom used and almost always offer at least a few open
spaces.
People who live close to campus might try walking or riding a
bike to classes instead of driving. The fresh air is a great way to
wake up in the morning and the exercise will do you good.
Besides, you look silly driving your car 200 yards from the Pines
to Landrum parking lot!
If we work together we will ALL save a lot of money and
frustration.

Although it's been said many
times, many ways, let me extend yet
another "welcome" to the returning
faculty, staff, and student body of
GSC. I hope everyone had a restful
and productive summer (if both are
indeed possbile) and is prepared to
face another school year.
Welcome also to the multitude of
freshmen who will be wandering this
grand old campus for the first time. I
hope that GSC will soon become as
much "home" for you as it is for myself. GSC has a lot to offer for almost
all kinds of people and we at the
George-Anne want to help you find
your nitch.
This year the George-Anne has
expanded its format in order to bring
you even more news and information.
We have added new staff positions in
order to increase campus coverage,

$mm ftte
Ql&a;

Mike Klug
picked up BLOOM COUNTY and
THE FAR SIDE for your enjoyment,
and even provided you with nifty
cross word puzzles to help get you
through those long Biology lectures.
Sports legends Biff and Dash will
return again this year as will the
enormously unpopular Curmudgeon
(I don't like him either). I have dedicated the George-Anne to presenting
the students and faculty with clear
news, interesting features, accurate

and exciting sports, and informed
editorals. We really want to be your
favorite newspaper!
The George-Anne is YOUR paper
(your fees keep us in business) and we
want to reflect YOUR views. We are
not out to make money or sell the
students something, we simply enjoy
keeping our fellow students informed
and entertained. All students and
faculty are welcome to write letters to
me, the editor, anytime you feel the
need to speak out. The letters have
always been a lot of fun and I would
like to see the tradition continue.
Students and organizations are
encouraged to bring us announcements of your activities so that we
may convey them to the student body.
The student clubs and organizations
are perhaps the most vital parts of
college life and I want to make sure

Dr. Nicholas Henrv

§©tyffllfo©[ffi) W©,„
Amy M. Pace

Welcome staff. . .
The George-Anne would like to take this opportunity to welcome all new faculty and staff to GSC. We feel certain that you
have made the right choice by becoming part of our growing and
dynamic institution.
As the student population grows it will become even more
important to maintain the high academic standards that are the
trademark of GSC. This rather formidable task will require that
all schools and departments work together for the good of their
students and the collective good of the college.
We at the George-Anne want to serve you to the best of our
ability. We welcome your comments, letters, and announcements. Please feel free to drop us a line or stop by our office if you
have any questions or suggestions.
Once again welcome to GSC. We wish you all a happy and
productive year!

For the record...
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By the way, long-time readers of the George-Anne might notice
that we've taken a step backwards... on our volume numbering,
that is. Last year, we erroneously listed the newspaper "Volume
67."
Not so. According to staff research, the first George-Anne
appeared during the 1927-28 school year. Thus, the 1987-88 academic year marks the 60th year of publication for GSC's student
newspaper under the G-A flag. In fact, prior years were misnumbered, too. (This edition is volume 60, number three. Editions
number one and two appeared this summer when, after a yearslong hiatus, the George-Anne has returned to a summer publication schedule). Previous school newspapers under other names
apparently account for the seven "missing" volumes. (Perhaps
there were phantom volumes during the Watergate era).
Thus, we arrive at Volume 60 of the George-Anne, making the
George-Anne the oldest continually published newspaper in
Statesboro and Bulloch County.
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Welcome home

Dr. Nicholas Henry, the 10th president of GSC, got off to a fast
star t on his new job after having been received the symbolic "keys"
to the campus from Dr. Harry Carter (as shown on our front
page).
Dr. Henry, who visited campus during July for a whirlwind
series of meetings, receptions, and a press conference, has kept
a hectic pace of activity as he moves into his news leadership role.
DEAR EDITOR:
Those who have encountered this administrator are impressed
As
we all know, the parking around
with the breadth of his knowledge about higher education, his
GSC leaves a lot to be desired. With
vitality, his excellent communication skills, and the pace he sets
each new class the parking spaces
for himself.
seem to get more and more scarce.

Parking problems solved

Bill Neville, Student Publications Advisor
The GEORGE-ANNE is the official student newspaper of Georgia
Southern College, owned and operated by GSC students and utilizing the facilities provided by GSC. The ideas expressed herein are
those of the editor or the individual authors and do not necessarily
represent the views of the Student Media Committee, the administration, the faculty and staff of Georgia Southern College, or the University System of Georgia. The GEORGE-ANNE is published weekly during
the academic year and twice during summer quarter. OFFICE: Room
110., F. I Williams Center. MAIL The GEORGE-ANNE, Landrum Center
..eorgia Southern College, Statesboro, Ga. 30460. PHONE:
912/681 -5246 or 912/618-5418
;

that they get the coverage they deserve.
It's not to late for YOU to become
part of the George-Anne staff and
help us cover the most dynamic year
in Southern history! We still have
several openings for staff writers this
year so if you want to become part of
the eyes and ears of GSC please stop
by our office up stairs in Williams for
an application. You will not get rich
working for the George-Anne, but the
experience you get and the friends
you make will last a lifetime.
The George-Anne has made much
progress but we still need your help.
If you feel that you have anything to
offer please feel free to call (6815246), write (L.B. 8001), or stop by
our office. I look forward to hearing
from and working with you.
HAVE A GREAT YEAR!

Well I think that I have come up with
a solution to the parking problem.
Why don't we (the college) simply
refuse to let freshmen park on campus?This is common practice at other
schools in the state of Georgia and
else where, so why not here?
The freshmen are by far the largest
class and with them li vingon campus
do they really NEED a car? I think
not. I know that the freshmen will
plead that they really do need their
cars and that it would be a crime
against God and man for them to be
deprived of their wheels. The fact of
the matter is that GSC is the fastest

growing college in the state and if we
don't do something about the problems we are facing now they will soon
be insurmountable.
I assure you that this is not a crusade against freshmen but simply a
plea for the administration to get off
their collective duffs and start looking for some long range solutions.
This fine institution has been much
too short sighted in past years. After
all the lots are repaved and new
stripes drawn in every possible angle
what do they plan to do?
The solution does not he in increasing the number of parking spaces on
our already cramped campus but in
decreasing the number of cars.
Please do something before it's too
late!
Name withheld by request

The sun has gone down and all the
homework that's going to get done
tonight is finished. What is there to
do now?
Despite rumors to the contrary,
there are indeed things to do in
Statesboro. Socialization and meeting new people are definitely in the
game plan so how about a bar?
Bulloch is a dry county, so the
"party scene" is a little different.
Being a dry county simply means that
hard liquor (anything with a 'proof
reading") is not to be had within the
county lines. Not to dispair though
since there does exist several places
where refreshments may be found.
Archibald's, located on South
Main, sees mostly an older genera- ■
tion but it does have the widest variety of beverages and food items available. With out a doubt it is the nicest
plac'e' to go when Savannah is out of
the question or the folks are here to
visit.
Bash Riprock's, the new kid on the
block, is a nice enough place with
selections comparable to those at
Dingus and The Library. It seems to
cater pretty much to preps and
Greeks but only time will reveal its
true place with the students. For the
most part Dingus Magee's is highly
over-rated. Service, quality, and
prices are about the same as any
other place but the excellent location
of Magee's has made it very popular
with students and faculty alike.
The Library, located off Main at
the Statesboro Junction, is a nice
quiet place with a very relaxed atmosphere. Itisabitoutofthewaybut
well worth the trip. Drinks are a bit
cheaper here than elsewhere.
Thursdays (formerly The Electric
Kanqaroo, formerly The Eagle) is fine
for dancing and blowing off steam but
usually hot and very crowded. The
addition of a bar is merely a new convenience, if you are of age.
What this ail boils down to is that
there ARE places to go, things to do,
and people to meet. Where you go and
what you do really just depends on
who you are and what you like. Whateveryour mood though, Statesboro IS
a party town.

Where are the yearbooks?
DEAR EDITOR:
Where the hell are our yearbooks?
You would think that even a staff of
monkeys could manage to turn out a
yearbook given an entire year to
work. So how come a group of supposed college students, funded with
OUR money, can't seem to do it?
I know, or at least I think I know,
that the staff of the Reflector exists.
Sure, their office is always locked and
nobody ever answers their phone but
they do exist don't they? Our school
fees aren't being used just to change
their locks and keep their phones
ringing are they?
The school yearbook is, for some
peple, a very' important part of remembering what college is (or was)
all about. It is a reminder of all that
GSC is about and all that college life

has to offer. I think that it is a damn
shame that last year's class had to
leave for home without their yearbook!
Students have to pay enough
money for fees that seem to disappear
without any visible results. Why
must we fund a yearbook we can't
receive?
The Reflector nevr was any great
work of art (and I doubt that this year
will be any different) but it does at
least represent a tangible result of
the $100 in fees which we must pay
each quarter.
It's time for the Reflector to either
cough up some yearbooks or start
refunding money to all us poor souls
who kept them in "business" last
year!
Name withheld by request

Thursday, September 17,1987
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Class discovers what in the hole is going on in South Dakota
By Dr. GALE BISHOP
Professor of Geology
During the interval of July 20-31
seven GSC students joined Dr. Gale
Bishop of the Department of Geology
and Geography in studying the geology of the Black Hills of South Dakota. This type of enrichment experience is considered essential to the
education of geologists, because the
geologist who has seen the most geology generally makes the best geologist. It is difficult to study geology on
the Coastal Plain of Georgia because
of the near lack of geologic exposures
and the dense vegetation. These factors make it necessary to establish a
program of regional and national
field trips to allow GSC geology majors to see the real aspects cf what
they study from books.
GEOLOGY is - "The science that
treats of the origin and structure of
the earth; including the physical
forces which have shaped it and its
physical and organic history, especially as evidenced by rocks and rock
formations." The field course taught
in the beautiful mountainous Black
Hills of South Dakota allowed daily
opportunity to examine rocks and
make inferences about their meaning
in terms of geologic history.
The excellent exposures of rocks in
the Black Hills allowed the GSC field
class to study virtually all ages and
types of common rocks from the 2.56
billion year old Precambrian igneous
and metamorphic rocks of the central
Black Hills to the 30 million year old
sedimentary rocks of the spectacular
nearby Big Badlands. Laid open for
the students to see were abundant
geological structures such as faults,
folds, igneous intrusions such as
dikes, sills, and lacoliths, and erosional surfaces that formed millions
of years ago and were subsequently
buried by younger sediments.
Highlights of the trip were abundant. Each of the students was^constantly bombarded with new experiences and evidences of the awesome
reality of the span of geologic history
and the forces of earth formation. The
highly varied class schedule of 10-12
hour work days allowed a maximum
exposure to geology. . Although each
person in the class had their favorite
days, special experiences stood out
for, each student.
Lynn Burkhalter, a graduate student from Metter and a teacher at
Bryan
County High School, used the
B
-
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THE EMPORIUM
CARDS • PQS|EF| • VINTAGE
CLOTHINQ^Ef CETERA
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MON-SAT \im 681-4441

Class Portrait taken by Frank Fortune at Sharon Springs Fish Quarry,
Buffalo Gap, South Dakota, July 31,1987. Dr. Jim Martin in the hole; seated
or kneeling, second from left, GSC photographer Frank Fortune, extreme
class as an enrichment experience
and videotaped aspects of the excursion. The most memorable parts of
the trip for Lynn were seeking and
finding solitude under the stars on
the Conger Ranch near Buffalo Gap,
S. D., by having a near-encounter of
the third kind at Devils Tower, Wyoming, and reaching harmonious convergence at Cascade Falls in the
Southern Black Hills.
Terri Fox, holdinga B. S. in Biology
as a Bell Honors Graduate and currently taking a B. S. in Geology,
tested her mind and body against the
rigors of vertebrate paleontology.
Spending one day digging dinosaurs
with Dr. Philip Bjork was particularly rewarding for Terri when she
discoveid and collected abraincase of
a Triceratops at the Ruby Ranch
Dinosaur Site in remote northwestern South Dakota (near the city of
Zeona, population 2). A second field
experience in field vertebrate paleontology was provided by joining with
Dr. Jim Martin in collecting a small
mosasuar and a fish near Buffalo
Gap.
Mike Klug, a senior geology major
and Bell Honors Student from Atlanta, spent three weeks preceeding
the field course as field assistant for a
National Geographic expedition to
search for fossil Ghost Shrimp. Mike
assisted Dr. Gale Bishop from GSC,
Dr. Austin Williams of the Smithsonian Institution, and Dr. Reinhard
Forster of the Bayerische Staatssammulungfur Paleontologie und historische Geologie. Highlight of the trip
for Mike was experiencing the culture of the old west. Especially interesting to Mike, were the primative

BASH RIPROCK'S
RESTAURANT AND LOUNGE

Gourmet Burgers
Croissant Sandwiches
Mexican Specialties
Sub. Bashed Potatoes. Salads
'Shrooms. Nachos. etc.
Cheesecake
Georgia Avenue • 11 A.M. until Midnighl
#1 Windsor Village • "Let "Bash" Bring It To You"
681- 1685 •681-4056

surroundings of the Longhorn Saloon
in Scenic, South Dakota, on the north
edge of the Big Badlands. He also was
very enthusiastic about the quality
and quantity of Marvelous Marv's
cusine at the School of Mines Surbeck
dining facility.
Ginny Millar, a senior geology
major from Atlanta, found herself
deeply involved in the collection of a
small mosasaur (a Cretaceous swimming marine reptile) under the supervision of Dr. Jim Martin, Director
of the Black Hills Natural Science

right Dr. Reinhard Forster of Munich, Germany; standing left to right, Kim,
Eric, and Nelda Bishop, Mike Klug, JoAnne Shadroui, Darrell Polzin,
Ginny Millar, Terri Fox, Lynn Burkhalter, and Dr. Gale Bishop.
Field Station. Ginny was initiated to
the rites of vertebrate fossil collecting
when she discovered the pleasures of
encasing the flippers of the mosasaur
in plaster-soaked burlap bandages in
the 103o heat of the Dakota summer.
Ginny continues to take great pleasure in a Black Hills gold ring purchased as a memento of her summer.
She plans to return and take Martin's
field paleontology next summer.
Darrell Polzin, a junior geology
major from Marietta, especially liked
the intense field examination of the

plunge pool below Cascade Falls in
the Southern Black Hills. Darrell
was able to employ his field methods
expertise in a small mapping project
in Lead, near the Homestke Gold
Mine and in close examination of the
Number 10 saloon (The Old Style) on
the mainstreet of downtown Deadwood (the saloon in which Jack
McCall shoot Wild Bill Hickock in the
back during a card game).
JoAnne Shadroui, a temporary instructor of geology at GSC and a
graduate student, was extremely

impressed with the Jefferson Westward Expansion Memorial Museum
at the Arch in St. Louis, Missouri,
was particularly charmed by the
openness of the prairies of Wyoming,
and particularly by Yellowstone National Park, Wyoming. She spent
much of her time applying her background geologic skills to interpreting
the geologic phenomena for the other
students and videotaping footage for
the GSC mosasaur documentary.
Dr. Gale Bishop, Professor of Geology at GSC, experienced numerous
highlights during the field course.
Among them were getting to know
the students better, seeing the pleasure of success as various students had
a particularly satisfying experiences,
and reaching new levels of harmony
with the earth at Cascade Falls and
on Sheep Mountain Table. Although
there were some problems that surfaced periodically, all were surmounted by the will to learn by this
class.
All students expressed excitement
upon touring the Jewel Cave National Park near Custer, South Dakota where the joint control of cave
formation was obvious and the cave
ornamentation included such features as stalactites, stalagmites,
flowstone, 6 inch crystal linings, and
numerous other depositional features. Half a day spent examining
the Tin Mountain pegmatite mine
near Custer afforded the opportunity
for GSC students to literally stand
inside a stope (mined out hole) and
examine the crystalline grains
making up the pegmatite (a
pegmatite is a very coarse-grained
granite), some of which are single
crystals several feet in diameter and
up to 30 feet in length.
The spectacular BigBadlands were
visited with the class treking to
Sheep Mountain Table, a flat plateau-like mesa that lies 300 feet
above the surrounding badlands.
The stark, breathtaking scenery from
the south end of Sheep Mountain was
matched by the quiet wilderness
sounds of this remote area which lies
far from the vestiges of civilization.
This unmatched beauty and unspoiled nature led to an appreciation
of this fragile wilderness. The class
then visited the Longhorn Saloon in
Scenic (which is the nearest civilization!) and sampled the real old west.
A short visit to Wall Drug followed a
drive across the east end of the Bad-

Continued on page 8

Don't Monkey
Around.
FREE Classified

All GSC students or faculty and staff can take advantage of
getting their message across at no cost to themselves. Simply
write down your message in 25 words or less and send is to
us. That's all there is to it.
»v^-=>

(Georgia Southerns Very Own Motel)
Provides accomodations for:
•
•
•
•

Parents
Alumni
Guest Speakers
Visitors to the Campus

/ of Reservations Call 681-4093
Visa and MasterCard Accepted

Located at the cornel oi Chandler Road and Knight Drive

,

This offer is limited to GSC students, faculty and staff. Use your message
for buying or selling merchandise, to find a roommate, or to list personal
messages. No commercial listings, please.

Send to The GEORGE-ANNE, Landrum Box 8001,
Statesboro, Ga. 30460. (No Phone Calls Please -- At these rates
we don't take dictation)
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Jewish Students
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If you wish to attend services or participate
in Jewish activities...

Four faculty honored for feats

GSC NEWS SERVICE
Four Georgia Southern College
faculty members, whose efforts "to
provide quality education for their
students" have helped the college
"live up to its reputation for 'Academic Excellence'," have been recognized for those efforts through the
college's "Awards for Excellence"
program.
Dr. George Shriver, professor of
history, Dr. J.B. Claiborne, assistant
professor of biology, Dr. Parker
Bishop, professor of physics, and Dr.
John DeNitto, associate professor of
education, were cited for their contributions to research and teaching on
campus.
Not intended for the "best" or "most
popular," the awards were designed
to recognize faculty who demonstrate
excellence in the classroom—and
beyond—by making contributions to
their institution and to their field.
Nominated by their peers or students, th e faculty members are evaluated by the Faculty Research committee which chooses two recipients
for "Excellence in Contributions to
Instruction" and two recipients for
"Excellence in Research/Creative
Scholarly Activity." Nominees for the
Research/Creative Scholarly Activity
award submit evidence of their work,
including books, articles, and reports, for evaluation by the committee; nominees for the Contribution to
Instruction awards submit a statement of their philosophy of teaching,
an outline of their teaching strategies, and student evaluations of their
classroom work. Claiborne and
Shriver received the research
awards, and Bishop and DeNitto
were recognized for teaching excellence.
Since joining the Georgia Southern
College faculty as an assistant pro-

fessor in 1983, Claiborne has pursued
his research projects in membrane
transport in his campus laboratory
and around the world, including continuing studies at the Mt. Desert
Laboratory in Maine and summers at
the Max Planck Institute in West
Germany. He has collected more than
$110,000 in research grants during
his time at the college, including a
three-year $103,444 grant from the
National Science Foundation.

Philip Schaff: Christian Scholar and
Ecumenical Prophet. Published by
Mercer University Press, the biography of the founding father of the
American Society of Church History
has received praise from prominent
historians. He has been a member of
the GSC faculty for 14 years.
Among his awards and honors, Dr.
Bishop has held a number of fellowships, been listed in American Men &
Women of Science and Who's Who in

Not intended for the "best" or the
"most popular/' the awards were
designed to recognize faculty who
demonstrate excellence in the
classroom - and beyond..
Among his long list of scholarly
activities, Shriver has accumulated
six fellowships and presented papers
at universities such as Southeastern
Seminary, Wake Forest University,
UNC-Chapel Hill. He has acted as
manuscript consultant for Abingdon
Press, UNC Press, and Mercer University Press, among others.
Shriver has travelled widely in
western Europe, including 14 months
residence in Geneva, Switzerland. He
comprehends several languages—
Greek, Latin, Hebrew, Spanish,
French, and German—used in conjunction with his research, publishing and teaching. He has conducted
research in libraries of some of the
country's leading universities.
His most recent research project
resulted in a full-length book entitled

they're standing right in front of it?
Perhaps it's the way they tend to
march into town still puffed up from
their high school graduation. They
are determined that within days
Statesboro will be standing at attention when they walk by. It's as if they
expect to march right into the
mayor's office in their crew cut hair,
sex wax tee shirt, blue, pink, and
green Jams, and docksiders with no
socks to receive they key to the city.
The freshmen are here to stay
though (at least until they flunk out)
and we all must learn to live with
them. We must live with their loud
music while we try to study, with

library

RESTAURANT

406 Fair Rd.

764-2074

The Library Calendar
Thursday, September 17 & 24
PARTY NIGHT
2 for 1 Pizza & $2.75 Pitchers, 7 'til 9
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Friday, September 18
FANTASTIC FRIDAYS
Afternoon: 2 for 1 Appetizers, $3.00 pitchers, 3 'til 6
Night: Live Entertainment, Seafood Platter $8.45
(Snow Crab, Shrimp, Fish, Fries & Slaw)
Saturday, September 19
POST GAME PARTY, 4-7
Afternoon: 2 for 1 Appetizers & $3.00 Pitchers
Night: Live Entertainment, Seafood Platter $8.45
(Snow Crab, Shrimp, Fish, Fries & Slaw)
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1FREE
SALAD BAR
With
Any Meal

^library (After 5)
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COUPON — Good 9/17 thru 9/25

681-5297 / 681-5358 office
764-5234 home

Clifton's Homemade Ice Cream Shop
now gives you a new beginning to
your mealtime pleasures
You've known Clifton's for their fine
all natural homemade ice cream and
candies so we now invite you to try
our scrumptous gourmet sandwiches

the South and Southeast, and holds
membership in professional organizations including Sigma Pi Sigma national physics honor society and the
Georgia Academy of Science. He has
also served as a science fair judge and
a consultant.
Bishop has spent many of his summers conducting workshops for
middle and secondary school teachers, funded by grants from the National Science Foundation. Other
projects funded by campus organizations have allowed him to augment
his classroom activities with new
equipment and teaching techniques.
After a three-year tour of duty with
the U.S. Army, DeNitto began his
teaching career in 1957 as a music
teacher in the Bibb County school
system. He then taught public school

As a campus representative
you'll be responsible for placing
advertising materials on bulletin
boards and working on
marketing programs for clients
such as American Express,
Boston University, Eurall, and
various movie companies,
among others. Part-time work,
choose your own hours. No
sales. Many of our reps stay
with us long after graduation. If
you are self-motivated, hardworking, and a bit of an
entrepreneur, call or write for
more Information to:
AMERICAN PASSAGE
NETWORK
6211 W. HOWARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60648
1(800) 221-5942 or
(312)647-6860
CHICAGO DALLAS LOS ANGELES
NEW YORK SEATTLE

764-42(

L__,
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j$^& '^ Bass Weejums
Af 'i
$59.00
TRADITIONAL HIENSWEAR

Downtown Statesboro

Polo
Shirts
$20.88

6

1 Entree, 2 Veggies
OR

IT'S
FREE

Good 9/17 thru 9/25 i

Corona Beach

Club Shirts

Pin Point Oxfords
Button Down
Assorted Colors
$32.00

We know that a
cheap calculator can
cost you blood, sweat
and time.
Investing in a
Hewlett-Packard calculator, on the other
hand, can save you
time and again.
HP calculators not
only have better functions. They function
better. Without sticking keys and bad
connections.
Through October
31, you can get the
cream of the calculators at a non-fat price.
We're cutting $10
off the HP-12C. That
buys you more builtin functions than anyone else's financial
calculator.
And we're giving
away a free Advantage
Module, a $49 value,
with every HP-41
Advanced Scientific
calculator you buy.
This 12K-byte plugin, menu-driven ROM
was designed specially for students.
So drop by your
campus bookstore and
compare HP calculators with the rest. By
midterm, you'll see
what a deal this is.

15 Minutes
$2.95

COUPON

Spuds Mackenzie
Knit Shirts

FREE - GSC Eagle T-Shirt
With $255S Purchase

LUNCH IN

BUY 1 GET 1
FREE
Lunch
Special

■?
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Duck Head Pants
$17.88
Duck Head Shorts
$12.88

New Management
New Menu
New Decor

n

*

PHONE 764-4306

Our new
line of Men's!

their drunken vomit on our furniture,
with their over inflated egos and
more than obnoxious behavior. But
worst of all the freshmen force us to
remember our own freshmen year
and think about how little things
change.

Present this ad for 1/2 off one of our sandwiches wit]
the purchase of a sandwich at regular price.
(Served between;: 11:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.)

Daily Specials

WHERE GSC PARTIES

~\ r

in Savannah and Lake Arthur, N.M.,
before joining the GSC faculty in
1969 as associate professor of professional laboratory experiences. He has
worked with the Upward Bound program at Savannah State College and
the Summer Tutorial Program at the
Episcopal Home for Girls in Savannah.
An accomplished pianist, DeNitto
has performed with the Savannah
and Roswell, N.M. symphony orchestras and, in recent years, has presented an annual recital to benefit
the Georgia Southern College Foundation. He has spent many summers
travelling across the country and
around the world including trips to
Mexico, Algeria, France, New Yorl
Washington, D.C. and California.
WORK FOR YOURSELF

MikeKlug
Freshmen.
Just what we all need, more freshmen!
This year will see the largest mass
migration of freshmen onto campus
since the school has been in business
and aren't we all happy to hear it.
What is it that makes every college
student hate, in one way or another,
the new freshmen class? Is it their
habit of cloggingfood lines with their
sheer mass or their ability to be confused by such things as mailbox combinations for over an hour? Is it the
way they stop you ten times a day to
ask where their next class is when

PLEASE CONTACT: Professor Bernie Solomon
In care of
GSC Art Department

FREE $49 HP-41
ADVANTAGE MODULE
with purchase of HP-11.Purih;ist"imisi be made between
Aii«usl \~\ 1987, and October 31.
ISttff. See your local HP dealer
lor details and official redemption form. Rebate or free Module will be sent in f>-8 weeks.
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By GARY LARSON
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"Hey, you wanna see a real scar?
Check this baby out!"

THE FAR SIDE

By GARY LARSON
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SPECIALTIES
PERSONALIZED GIFTS AND GREEK SUPPLIES

WHERE
FRIENDS MEET

Ma flitch's

Owner - Mina Futch
(912) 681-3912
(912) 764-3568

Statesboro Mall
Walking
Shorts

$5.00 ALL COLORS
Acid Wash
JEANS

Button Down
Collar Suits

$£.9.90 Reg. $39.95
BLUE or BLACK

$6.99 ALL COLORS

$7.88
Reg. 14.95

The CYCLIST SHOP
"WE WILL GET YOUR BIKE RIGHT"

Chandler Road
Statesboro, Ga. 30458

Leon's Sportswear
Don Johnson
Sun Glasses
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51
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40
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© Edward Julius
41 ".. .not with
ACROSS
but a whimper."
43 Return on invest1 Where one might
ment (abbr.)
study Andy Warhol's
44 Pondered
works (3 wds.)
45 Belonging to Mr.
12 Enrollment into
Starr
college
14 "Calculus Made Sim- 47 Part of the classiple," e.g. (2 wds.)
fieds (2 wds.)
.48 Possible place to
16 Evaluate
study abroad (2 wds)
17 Extremely small
52 Small school in Can18 Follows a recipe
ton, Ohio (2 wds.)
direction
53 Orson Welles film
19 Belonging to Mr.
classic (2 wds.)
Pacino
22 Of land measure
23 Meets a poker bet
DOWN
24
Gay (WW II
1
Those
who are duped
plane)
2 "Do unto
..."
26 Capri, e.g.
3 Fourth estate
27 Belonging to Mayor
4 Goals
Koch
5 Well-known record
28 Irritate or
embitter
label
6 Well-known king
30 Train for a boxing
7 151 to Caesar
match
8 Prefix meaning milk
31
and the
9 Confused (2 wds.)
Belmonts
10
husky
32 Processions
11 Most immediate
35 Diet supplement
12 Like a sailboat
(abbr.)
38 Scottish historian 13 Cash register key
•
(5 wds.)
and philosopher
14 En
(as a whole)
39 College in Green15 Auto racing son of
ville, Pa.
Richard Petty
40 The Venerable

19 Political disorder
20
cit. (footnote
abbreviation)
21 Traveled on a
Flexible Flyer
24 Glorify
25 Prospero's servant
in "The Tempest"
28 Well-known government agency
29 American league
team (abbr.)
30 Fictional hypnotist
32 Style exemplified
by Picasso
33 "She's
..."
(from "Flashdance")
34 Be unwell
35 Visible trace
36 Think
37 Woman's undergarment
38 Commit
kiri
40
burner
42 "...for if I
away..."
44 Actress Gibbs
46 African antelope
47 Well-known TV bandleader
49 Pince
(eyeglass type)
50 1968 film, "
Station Zebra"
51 1965 film, "
Ryan's Express"

Tee
Shirts

$4.99
Suspenders
$2.99 Reg. 5.99
ALL COLORS
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Can you find these LEGAL TERMS? Abate, Act of God, Agency,
Arbitration, Bailment, Caveat Emptor, Consideration, Damages,
Deeds, Duress, Easement, Escrow, Estoppel, Felon, Franchise,
Lien, Martial Law, Novation, Patent, Privity, Probate, Proof,
.Proxy, Remedy.^Subpoena, Summons, Tort, Trust

©utheirm Kitchen

Bicycles Sales & Repairs
Touring and Racing Accessories

College and Greek Shop

826

l

JOHNNY HILL
Owner

BUY YOUR JERSEY HERE

FUN

©1967 Universal Press Syndicate

Some historians theorize that the Sphinx's
nose was actually severed by Egyptian
mobsters and, in an act of defiance,
"delivered" to an unpopular pharaoh.

Solutions to puzzles on Page 8
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collegiate camouflage

BLOOM COUNTY

764-5176

By GARY LARSON

by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY
FINALLY THEY
ONE ME A SCRIPT..
WHERE ARE WE ?
AH HERE WE 00...

THE FAR SIDE
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"Well, well — another blond hair....
Conducting a little more 'research'
with that Jane Goodail tramp?"

6AVE ME
A XRIPT.

Hottcow/trv
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NOPOPY

BLOOM COUNTY
PRESSURES ON...
THEV'RE CONNA
VOIP MY IPEA.. I
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MEMWHILE-OUR HERO. LACKING
A SCRIPT OR STORY, IS
CP.LLEP UPON TOWINb IT
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CHASE
YEP PREAMS,
M&Y.
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by Berke Breathed
THE OPPORTUNITIES
ARE INFINITE." I
MlbHT EVEN BE-
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I WANT TO SECOME A
Mm SHOW HOSTESS ANP
EARN MILLIONS .' I WANT
TO STAR IN A JAMES BONP
MOVIE / OR A ROCK VIPEO /
OK 86 A PROFESSIONAL
CHEERLEAPER.'

10

13

18

?.. I WANT TO OROW
UP. ANP 3RIN0 POW/\l
PUMP MEN IN HI6H
POSITIONS.'

9

12

16

BLOOM COUNTY
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#6 Windsor Village
G.S.C. Campus

(912)681-2884

The George-Anne
Needs You!
Call us.
681-5246

13 University Plaza (Next to Time "Saver)
Open - 6:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Offering
Student Mean Plans
3 meats
the best
10% Discount
9 vegetables
Home-Cooked
on $100 or more
Homemade
meals you will get Any size plan
Bread
away from home.
is welcome
Every Day
Try our 99 cent
BREAKFAST

E

Get 3 Balanced Meals a Day
Burgers • Chick filets
DINNERS - $2.62 Shrimp • Baskets, etc.

ODYSSEY RECORDS

COLLEGE PLAZA (Behind Wendy's)
681-3371
Carrying
Albums
Cassettes
C.D.'s
Singles
Discos
Accessories
GREAT SELECTION OF

POSTERS

M®$

Thursday, September 17,1987

Asbestos purged

The remaining activities include
Building) tonight with open house at
6:30 p.m. and auditions at 7:30 p.m. the following events:
Today - sorority skit day, 6 p.m.;
Interested students are invited to
Alpha Tau Omega, 7 p.m.; Sigma Nu
attend these events.
smoker, 8 p.m.; Phi Delta Theta
smoker, 9 p.m.; Tau Kappa Epsilon
smoker, 8 p.m.; Phi Delta Theta
smoker, 9 p.m.; Tau Kappa Epsilon
The 1987 Rush season has begun smoker; Friday - sorority skit day;
at GSC with hundreds of prospective Saturday - sorority theme parties;
Greeks attending socials and other Sunday - sorority preferentials;
activities.
Monday — sororoty bid day. 4 p.m.
Rush activities continue through
September 29 is the last night for
the end of the month with formal fraternity smokers and September 30
sorority events and fratJernity rush is the final night to turn in fraternity
smokers.
bids.

test if they have completed English
151 and are currently enrolled in
English 152. Students who have
more than 45 hours may register for
the test even if they have not completed English 151 and 152.
Students who have 60 hours are
required to register while students
who have 75 hours or more and have
not satisfied both sections of the test
must register for the test along with
an appropriate review course.
Student IDs are required. Call the
Testing Office for more information.

Work crews completed the removal
of asbestos from several campus
buildings in August.
Workers removed the suspected
cancer-causing material from the
entrance areas of Hanner Fieldhouse.
Additionally, asbestos was removed in the Foy Fine Arts Building
and the Zach Henderson Library in
August, said Hugh Hagin, chief engineer for physical plant.
Asbestos, a once-common construction material, was discovered in
a number of buildings and residence
hall three years. It was removed from
Theatre South is about to kick off
affected residence halls two years
another
season.
ago.
This year's season includes four
shows: "The Queen of Hearts Ain't
Even Pretty" by Brad Bailey;
"Charlotte's Web" by Joseph
Registration for the Regent's Robinette adapted from the book by
Exam fall quarter will be in the Test- E.B. White; "The Drinking Gord," a
ing Office, room 17 in the Rosenwald world premier, by Lorainne
Building on Wednesday, September Hansberry; and "Deathtrap," a
30, and Thursday, October 1, from 9 thriller, by Ira Levin.
a.m. until 4 p.m.
Auditions for the first show will be
Students who have earned less tonight and Friday.
than 45 hours may register for the
This show - "Queen of Hearts" ~
calls for four women, all high school
age, and lots of technical work.
Those interested should call Mical
16,278 to choose from—all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COO
Whitaker in Hollis 113C for informaIl)f§
800-351-0222
tion on audition scenes.
mMlimaUkW
in Calif. (213)477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Assistance
Theatre South will also hold its
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-SN. Los Angeles, CA 90025
open house meeting in McCroan
Custom research also available—all levels
Auditorium (in the Administration

Greeks going

Showbiz tonight

Continued from page 1
11UI
permit parking in designated areas
is actually a "small car."
"If you can get your car between on campus, he noted. Parking perthe two white lines and you will be mits are issued at the Division of
able to get out of your car without Public Safety.
damaging the vehicle on either side of
The Division of Public Safety, foryours, and the rear of your car is not merly known as Campus Securty, is
sticking out in the roadway, then open seven days a week, 24 hours a
your car would be considered small- day. "If (anyone) has any questions
car."
pertaining to parking, please do not
Any vehicle brought on campus hesitate to call or come by our office,''
must have a current parking decal to he said. The divisions phone number
is 681-5234.

Testing scheduled

RESEARCH PAPERS

Attention GSC Students
**^

COME BY

TAKE STATESBORO MALL
'

BETWEEN 3:30 - 4:30
MONDAY - FRIDAY
and get

2 FREE TOKENS

Bring this ad & get one extra FREE GAME

YE OLDE
SHOPPE
ANTIQUES
USED
FLEA MARKET
FURNITURE
ITEMS
USED
COLLECTABLES
APPLIANCES
COLLECTABLES BUY AND SELL

17 E. PARRISH
(Highway 301 North
764-3893

|QO/0 Qpp
*^udents & Acuity
Wi
th ID & this AD

Dakota

Continued from page 5

lands National Park where a small
Buffalo Herd of 70-100 animals was
photographed grazing on the prairie.
Other highlights included a surface tour of the Homestake Gold Mine
located in Lead, South Dakota, a collecting visit to the mine spoils of the
Double Rainbow Silver Mine located
in the ghost town of Galena, South
Dakota, avisitto examine the geology
of the Harney Batholith at Mt.
Rushmore National Monument and
at the nearby scenic overlooks on Iron
Mountain and Harney Peak.
The summer field class to the Black
Hills was a success on almost all
counts. The GSC students were able
to see many aspects of the earth's
crust of which they previously had
only a written image. The field class
members were placed into a different
cultural system and were able to
broaden their experience base to include the reality that not all people
have the same values and folkways as
they do in Georgia. The students
were placed into a stressful living
environment and furthered their
ability to tolerate and be tolerated by
their peers. The students lived and associated with the Bishop family and learned
that professors and their families are also
human (well, at least their families). Although no poll has been taken, the response to the summer field experience
was very positive. The Department of
Geology and Geography hopes that a
similar experience will be available for
South Georgia's students next summer.

WELCOME
BACK
We would like to remind you that
Domino's Pizza Delivers*, the tastiest,
most nutritious 'course' on your busy
schedule. We make great custom
made pizza and deliver—steamy hotin less than 30 minutes! So take a
break from studying and have a tasty
treat. One call does it all!

!$2.00
i OFF!
i
i
B

Serving Statesboro and
Georgia Southern University

681-4326

I
I
I
I

Participating stores only.
339«er good thru 10/17/87.
Please provide name/pncne/address on coupon BEFORE driver arrives

I name

Tw0 12

" PEPPERONI

i repperoni PIZZAS FOR $9.87

Not valid with any other
coupon or offer.

phone

2

Please provide name/phone/address on coupon BEFORE driver arrives
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Limited Delivery Areas. Drivers Carry Under $20. '■ 1987 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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TCBV" Yogurt..
A Hard Act To Follow!
Nobody upstages "TCBY"
frozen yogurt. All the great
taste of premium ice cream,
with fewer calories. It's
lower in cholesterol and
96% fat-free, too.

Good for you,
delicious, and served so
many ways. Take it
from me. Nothing
tops "TCBY"!

'lake It From Me.

> i-X/C,
(/^

TCBV
mclin^Y /,i^

510 South Main St. A ()f The p,easur& N e f <HTl,e Guilt
StatGsboro
"
°» °
*

^uyOneV^TOneFra!"
Anything In The Store!
This coupon entitles the bearer to
get one of any item free (pies excluded) when another item of
equal value is purchased at participating TCBY Yogurt stores.
Only one coupon per purchase.
Void where prohibited by law.

Chocolate or Vanilla
Waffle Cones
Deluxe Banana Splits
Hot Fudge Sundaes
Strawberry Short Cakes
Deluxe Belgian Waffles
Shakes • Crepes • Etc.

~l

Offer Expires 10/1/87

Greek Novelties
Sportswear
Art & Drafting Supplies
Paperback books

■

"The WAREHOUSE,"
where there is more
than four walls should
be allowed to hold.
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Where else but...
"The WAREHOUSE"?

O.«._._:_I
Simply present this coupon ■
Special
when you receive your order. ■
I $9.87 Not valid with any other
coupon or offer
I
Participating stores only.
I
—^Offer good thru 10/17/87.
I
I name:

Georgia." He points out that "there
are no fossil skeletons of this age and
significance anywhere in the state."
Brian Meyer, for whom the completion of this project represents a personal victory as well as the culmination of nealry five years of work, sits
covered in plaster dust and spattered
with epoxy, quietly smoking a cigarette and planning the next step toward completion, his only hope that
people will look upon this skeleton not
as just a quaint object or freak of
nature, but learn from it, and perhaps
consider more seriously their own
place in the endless march of life on
earth.

Solutions... From page 7

DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS
FREE.

NOW HIRING.

DAMnAvoni

Continued from page 1

Puzzling

Any time you order a large
pizza you will receive FOUR
FREE AVOID THE NOID"
CUPS. Limit tour cups per
order. While supplies last.

College Plaza

Order your favorite 16"
TWO or more item PIZZA
and receive S2.00 OFF!

Mosasaur

nan

Williams Center, GSC

(

j

Present this coupon to receive

10% off
ALL GREEK ITEMS
I

(The Warehouse, on the GSC campus)

I

